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Abstract

In this article we present adaptive numerical results of heat and mass transfer
in fluidized beds using higher order time stepping methods. The model equations
are strongly coupled and semi linear partial differential equations with boundary
conditions. The invariant regions are presented for this model to check the solution
bounds. These bounds gives the minimum and maximum values of solutions. The
numerical discretization for the space using the finite element method is presented.
For the time discretization higher order linearly implicit Runge-Kutta methods are
used. These methods use the adaptive time step selection criteria to obtain the faster
results.

The present article focuses on higher order and efficient numerical results for the
solution of concentration and temperature distributions inside fluidized beds (FB)
with liquid spray injection. The numerical results are tested with different time
stepping methods for different spatial grid sizes. These methods shows very good
improvement for this particular problem compared to the numerical results presented
in Nagaiah [12]. The numerical results motivate us to proceed to more complicated
three space dimensional simulations including exact mass balance equation for the
liquid spray injection.

1 Introduction

The traditional importance of heat and mass transfer in chemistry, physics, and engineer-
ing, and the recent development of various reaction-diffusion processes in biology, ecology,
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and biochemistry have led to many physically interesting and mathematically challenging
problems using semi linear parabolic and hyperbolic equations. From the process engi-
neering point of view, the fabrication and subsequent treatment of disperse products in
fluidized beds is very important.

The modeling of heat and mass transfer in gas-solid-fluidized beds (FB) with spray
injection is important for many applications. This process is widely used for the formation
of particles from liquid solutions or suspensions as well as for the coating of particles with
solid layers for the production of functional surfaces to enhance their handling properties,
e.g. solvability properties, controlled release or protection from chemical reactions. Such
a fluidized bed spray granulation (FBSG) system involves high heat and mass transfer
and mixing properties, as well as the coupling of wetting, drying, particle enlargement,
homogenization and separation processes. In FBSG, the liquid is sprayed with a nozzle
as droplets on solid particles. The droplets are deposited on the particles and distributed
through spreading. The solvent evaporates in the hot, unsaturated fluidization gas, thereby
the solid grows in layers on the particle surface. The process conditions in the injection
zone have a strong influence on the local particle volume concentrations, particle velocities,
deposition of the liquid droplets and solidification of the solid content of the liquid and
subsequent product quality.

When the injected liquid is sprayed on to the particles, this forms a spraying zone in the
FB. Due to the higher liquid concentration near the mouth of the spraying jet, the model
equations are more stiff in this region. And also when an arrangement of more spraying
nozzles is used one needs robust numerical techniques to solve the system efficiently. The
current work uses the standard Galerkin finite element method method for the spatial dis-
cretization. A system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) is obtained after the space
discretization. Due to the stiffness, we have mainly concentrated on implicit methods for
solving these equations. To solve the ODEs, linearly implicit methods of Rosenbrock type
[14] are employed which are constructed by calculating the inexact Jacobian. These meth-
ods offer several advantages. They completely avoid the solution of nonlinear equations,
which means that no Newton iteration has to be controlled. More detailed expositions of
these methods can be found in Hairer and Wanner [6], as well as Lang [9]. Also these
methods are more suitable to use with adaptive time steps. An automatic step size se-
lection procedure ensures that the step size is as large as possible while guaranteeing the
desired precision, see Gustafsson et al. [5].

The motivation of this article is to present efficient and fast numerical results for the
heat and mass transfer in fluidized beds. The presented numerical results based on the
adaptive higher order numerical methods show faster computations than the previous nu-
merical results which are based on the semi implicit Euler method. This motivates us to
do more complicated numerical simulations in the three-space dimensions which thereby
become feasible.

The organization of the current article is as follows: the governing equations are given
briefly in the coming section. Then the model equation for the spraying liquid is presented.
The invariant regions are presented for this current problem in the Section 3. The space and
time discretizations are discussed in Section 4. Finally, the numerical results are presented
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in the last section.

2 Governing equations and boundary conditions

The modeling of the problem is obtained by the balances of the mass and energy of the
air, of the solid as well as of the liquid contained in the fluidized bed. The mathematical
modeling of the problem can be found in our previous paper, see [12]. These equations are
used in our numerical simulations. A similar type of modeling and experimental results can
be found in [7, 8]. The balance inside the fluidized bed zone leads to a partial differential
equation for each balance variable. The balance variables are functions of space and time.
The following model equations are in Cartesian coordinates. We give the equations in two
space dimensions.

Mass balance of air:

The mass balance of air in terms of air humidity is given as

∂YA

∂t
= −W (θA)∇ · YA + R1(θA)φ(Ysat(θL)− YA), (1)

where

W (θA) = − ṁA

mA(θA)
Hfb(θA), mA(θA) = ρA(θA)εVfb, R1(θA) =

AP β(θA)ρA(θA)

mA(θA)
.

Energy balance of air:

Heat transfer coefficients between the liquid film and air is αLA, as well as particles and
air αPA are calculated according to [4]. Both heat transfer coefficients are assumed to be
equal due to the same flow conditions, i.e. αPA = αLA = α. The energy balance of the air,
in terms of temperature of air is

∂θA

∂t
= −W (θA)

∂θA

∂z
−Q1(YA, θA){(1− φ)(θA − θP ) + φ(θA − θL)}, (2)

where Q1 = α(θA)AP

mA(θA)(cpA(θA)+cpV (θA)YA)
.

Mass balance of water:

The differential equation for the mass balance of the water in the form of degree of wetting

∂φ

∂t
= ∇ · (D∇φ)−R2(θA, θL)φ(Ysat(θL)− YA) + S1(θL)ṁLV , (3)

where

R2(θA, θL) =
β(θA)ρA(θA)

ρL(θL)F
, S1(θL) =

1

ApFρL(θL)
.
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Energy balance of water:

The energy balance of water in terms of liquid temperature is

∂(φθL)

∂t
= ∇ · (D∇(φθL)) + Q2(θA, θL){φ(θA − θP ) + f(θA, θL)φ(θP − θL)}+ S2(θL)ṁLV

−R3(θA, θL)φ(Ysat(θL)− YA)(∆hV + cpV (θA)θA), (4)

where Q2(θA, θL) = α(θA)
FρL(θL)cL(θL)

, R3(θA, θL) = β(θA)ρA(θA)
FρL(θL)cL(θL)

, S2(θL) =
θL,in

AP FρL(θL)
.

Here a corrective factor f(θA, θL) is defined, which specifies the ratio of the heat trans-
port coefficient between the particle and the liquid film to the heat transfer coefficient in
the fluidized bed, i.e.

f(θA, θL) =
αPL

α
. (5)

Energy balance of the particles:

Here the mass balance of the solid particles is not considered in our numerical simulations,
because this equation is not coupled with the other balance quantities. It may be computed
approximately. The enthalpy of the solids is obtained in the from of particle temperature,

∂θP

∂t
= ∇ · (D∇θP ) + Q3(θA){(1− φ)(θA − θP )− f(θA, θL)φ(θP − θL)} , (6)

where Q3(θA) = α(θA)AP

mP cpP
.

2.1 Boundary conditions

The flow defined inside a fluidized bed region Ω should be a continuous vector field in Ω̄.
The set Ω̄ denotes the closure of Ω, that is the union of the domain Ω with its boundary
Γ: Ω̄ = Ω ∪ Γ and Γ = ΓD ∪ ΓN . The vector n denotes the outward normal unit vector at
the boundary Γ, λ characterizes the heat conduction coefficient on the apparatus surface
and D is the dispersion matrix. The boundary of the fluidized bed zone is divided into 3
partial surfaces. The balance at each boundary surface delivers the corresponding boundary
conditions of the partial differential equation system.

The bottom surface:
Vapor in the gas flow is transported from the air distributor at the bottom, to the top

boundary of the fluidized bed zone. The humidity of air YA and the air temperature θA

are determined at the boundary by the inflow of YA and inflow of θA

YA|bot = YA,in on ∂ΓD × [0, T ],

θA|bot = θA,in on ∂ΓD × [0, T ].
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The boundary of the bed zone is not influenced by the particles and liquid flow. Therefore,
the flow over the bottom boundary for φ, θL and θP is zero, i.e.

n ·D∇φ = 0 on ∂ΓN × [0, T ],

n ·D∇θL = 0 on ∂ΓN × [0, T ],

n ·D∇θP = 0 on ∂ΓN × [0, T ],

where YA,in, θA,in ∈ R are given constant data.

The apparatus wall and top surface:
For these surfaces Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) do not have a boundary conditions. The diffusive

equations need a boundary condition. Here we assume that there is no flux of φ, θL and
θP , i.e.

n ·D∇φ = 0 on ∂ΓN × [0, T ],

n ·D∇θL = 0 on ∂ΓN × [0, T ],

n ·D∇θP = 0 on ∂ΓN × [0, T ].

2.2 Liquid spray nozzle

The temperature and concentration distributions inside the fluidized bed are determined by
the spatial distribution of the sprayed liquid and by liquid evaporation. The spraying area
depends on the spraying angle and the penetration depth of the liquid droplets atomized
by the nozzle, whereby the spraying angle is influenced by the nozzle characteristics. The
penetration depth is determined by the intensity of the liquid drop deposition on the
particles. The intensity of the drop deposition can be described by the deposition efficiency
ϕdep. As an initial step, we assume that the drop deposition is constant for the calculation.
The spray jet is considered to be a homogeneous conical drop flow. The model equation
is derived based on the the distance from the nozzle and using other assumptions. Here
we are not giving the full details of the derivation of this model, interested reader can be
found more details in the thesis of Nagaiah [11].

Here is the model equations to approximate the mass balance of the spraying liquid,

κ̃(r, ϑ) =
ṁL

θnozz

exp(−r
sdr

)

rsdr

. (7)

where κ̃(r, ϑ) is the drop concentration, ṁL is the sprayed liquid mass per unit mass, θnozz

is the angle of the spraying cone, r is the distance from the spray nozzle and sdr is the
average drop path length. The average drop path length is obtained according to Löffler
[10] as

sdr =
2

3

ε

1− ε

dp

ϕdep

.

where dp is the diameter of the particles and ε is porosity in the fluidized bed. In com-
putations, we used the normalization to obtain the exact mass balance for the spraying
liquid.
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3 Invariant regions

In this section we give condition for an invariant region for the balance equations (1), (2),
(3), (4) and (6). It provides a suitable theoretical foundation and frame work for studying
the large time behavior of solutions.

Then we can write the set of Eqs. (1), (2), (3), (4) and (6), as

ut = Duxx + Mux + F(u) (8)

with the initial data

u(x, 0) = u0(x), x ∈ Ω. (9)

Definition 3.1. A closed subset I ⊂ R is called a (positively) invariant region for the
local solution defined by system (8), (9), if any solution u(x, t) having all of its boundary
and initial values in I, satisfies u(x, t) ∈ I for all x ∈ Ω and for all t ∈ [0, T ), see Smoller
[15], page 199.

The invariant regions I we consider will be made up of the intersection of ”half spaces”,
i.e. we consider regions I of the form

I = ∩m
i=1{u ∈ S : Gi(u) ≤ 0}, (10)

where Gi are smooth real-valued functions defined on open subsets of S, and for each i,
the gradient ∇Gi never vanishes.

Definition 3.2. The smooth function G : Rn → R is called quasi-convex at u if whenever
the gradient vanishes, i.e. ∇Gu(u) = 0, then the Hessian is non-negligible, i.e. HGu(u, u) ≥
0.

Theorem 3.1. Let I be defined by (10), and suppose that I is an invariant region for (8),
where F = F(u, t) and D is a positive definite matrix. Then the following conditions hold
at each point u0 on ∂I, say, Gi(u0) = 0:

1. ∇Gi at u0 is a left eigenvector of D(u0, x), for all x ∈ ω.

2. Gi is quasi-convex at u0.

3. ∇Gi · F ≤ 0 for all t ≥ 0.

Proof. See Smoller [15], page 204.
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Lemma 3.2. Let I is defined as in (10). Based on the above theorem the invariant regions
for system Eqs. (1-6) are derived as following

YA ≥ Ysat − 1

R3φ(∆hv + cstθA)

{
Q2{φθA + fαφθP}+ S2ṁLV

}
at θL = 0 ,

YA ≤ Ysat − S1

R2

ṁLV at φ = 1 ,

YA ≤ Ysat − 1

R3φ(∆hv + cstθA)

{
Q2{φ(θA − χ) + fαφ(θP − χ)}+ S2ṁLV

}
at θL = χ ,

θL ≤ χ− 1

fαφ
(1− φ)(θA − χ) at θP = χ .

Under these conditions, the system (8) has an invariant region.

Proof. The detailed proof of these derived conditions can be found in the Ph.D thesis of
Nagaiah [11].

4 Numerical discretization

The system of coupled nonlinear partial differential equations is valid in the fluidized bed
interior Ω. We considered the domain Ω ⊆ R2 is a rectangular domain. The state variables
YA(x, t), φ(x, t), θA(x, t), θL(x, t) and θP (x, t) are functions of space and time with values
in Ω× [0, T ]. In this section we describe the finite element method for solving the coupled
convection-diffusion-reaction system. We use the method of lines approach. We will first
consider a so-called semi-discrete analogue of the full system where we have discretized in
space using the standard finite element method with piecewise linear continuous elements.
To obtain a fully discrete problem we will then discretize in time also. Then the semi-
discrete problem is an initial value problem for a system of ordinary differential equations.
The formulation and subsequent discretization of such an integral form requires the defi-
nition of some function spaces and associated norms. Consider a spatial domain Ω ⊂ R2

with piecewise smooth boundary Γ. We shall denote by L2(Ω) the space of functions that
are square-integrable over the domain Ω, see [1]. This space is equipped with the standard
inner product

〈u, v〉 =

∫

Ω

uvdx and ‖u‖0 = 〈u, u〉1/2.

Next we define a particular class of Sobolev spaces, those of square integrable functions
and derivatives.

H1(Ω) = {v ∈ L2(Ω), ∂iv ∈ L2(Ω), 1 ≤ i ≤ d}.

And another class of functions which are square integrable, have square integrable first
derivatives over the computational domain Ω, and vanish on the Dirichlet portion, ΓD, of
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the boundary. Those are defined as follows

VD = {v ∈ H1(Ω)| v = 0 on ΓD}.
V = {u ∈ H1(Ω)| u = uD on ΓD}.

Standard finite element texts, such as, for instance, [3], and [13] provide a detailed expo-
sition of the mathematical concepts, which are the basis of the finite element method.

4.1 Semi discretization in space

The scalar partial differential equation can be written in following general form. Here we
will show the space discretization for the scalar equation. Analogously we can extend the
discretization to the system of partial differential equations




∂u(x,t)
∂t

−∇ · (a(x)∇u(x, t)) + b(x) · ∇(u(x, t)) + s(u(x, t)) = f(x) in Ω× (0, T ],
u(x, t) = u0(x) on Ω× t = 0,

u(x, t) = uD on ΓD × [0, T ],
n · a(x)∇u = 0 on ΓN × [0, T ],

where u is a unknown, a(x) > 0 is the diffusion matrix, b(x) is the convection velocity and
f is source function. The function uD denotes the prescribed values of u on the Dirichlet
portion ΓD of the boundary, while the diffusive flux on the Neumann portion ΓN is zero.

The discretization process using the finite element method is based on a reformulation
of the given differential equation in more general, variational formulation. Multiplying
above equation for a given time t by v ∈ VD, integrating over Ω and using Green’s formula,
we get the following variational formulation:

Find u ∈ V s.t: for each t ∈ I = [0, T ]



〈∂u

∂t
, v〉+ 〈a(x)∇u,∇v〉+ 〈b(x) · u, v〉+ 〈s(u), v〉 = 〈f, v〉 for all v ∈ VD

u(x, t) = u0(x) on Ω× t = 0
u(x, t) = uD on ΓD × [0, T ]

Let Vh ⊂ V and VDh
⊂ VD be finite dimensional subspaces. Due to the presence of Dirichlet

boundary conditions, a distinction must be made between the number of nodal points N of
the discretized domain and the number of nodal unknowns, that is the number of equations
Ne of the system. Furthermore, we denote by ND ⊂ N the subset of nodes on which the
Dirichlet condition is given and replacing the space V by the finite dimensional subspace
VDh

. The weighting functions vh ∈ VDh
vanish on the ΓD. And the subspace Vh is spanned

by the basis functions {wi|i ∈ N \ND}. Specifically we take continuous functions that are
piecewise linear on a quasi-uniform triangulation. As basis functions wi we take the shape
functions also known as hat functions. We approximate the solution uh using the basis
functions

uh(t,x) =
∑

i∈N\ND

ui(t)wi(x) +
∑
i∈ND

uDwi(x) (11)
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i.e, each uh ∈ Vh can be written in a unique way as a linear combination of the basis
functions wi and time dependent coefficients. Moreover, the test functions vh are defined
such that

vh ∈ Vh := span{wi} where i ∈ N \ND. (12)

Thus, after substitution of Eq. (11) into the semi discretization, and testing with each of
the basis functions, we get a system of ordinary differential equations in matrix form

M u̇ + Au + Bu + s(u) = f (13)

where M is the mass matrix, A is the stiffness matrix. The matrices are defined as follows,

M = 〈wi, wj〉, A = 〈a(x)∇wi,∇wj〉
B = 〈b(x) · ∇wi, wj〉, s(u) = 〈s(∑N

i=1 ui(t)wi(x)), wj〉.

We can apply the analogous spatial discretization to Eqs. (1), (2), (3), (4) and (6), then
we get the 5 ·N ordinary differential equation system as follows:

Mu̇ + Au + Bu + s(u) = f (14)

where M = diag(M ,M, M,M, M), A = diag(0 , 0, A, A, A), B = diag(B , B, 0, 0, 0) and
s(u) is a 5 ·N × 1 vector depending on the reaction terms and f is a 5 ·N × 1 vector that
depends on the right hand side of the equations.

4.2 Linearly implicit Runge-Kutta time stepping methods

The matrix system Eq. (14) has to undergo a discretization in time after the discretization
in space described above. The ordinary differential equation system, acquired from the semi
discretization in space is solved numerically with finite difference methods. We considered
the ODE problem

M
∂u

∂t
= F(u), u(t0) = u0. (15)

To start with, we partition the time [0, T ] into discrete steps

0 = t0, t1, . . . , tn = T ,

that are not necessarily equidistant. The notation for time step is τ i = ti+1−ti and ui to be
the numerical solution at time ti. For the time discretization we used a Rosenbrock method.
Rosenbrock methods belong to a large class of methods which try to avoid nonlinear systems
and replace them by a sequence of linear systems. For computation an s-stage Rosenbrock
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method of order p with embedding of order p̂ 6= p has the form

(
1

τ iγ
M− J)kj = F(ti + τ iαj,u

i + τ i

j−1∑

l=1

ajlkl)−M

j−1∑

l=1

clj

τ i
kl , j = 1, . . . , s , (16)

ui+1 = ui +
s∑

l=1

mlkl , (17)

ûi+1 = ui +
s∑

l=1

m̂lkl . (18)

The method coefficients γ, αj, ajl, cjl, ml, and m̂l are chosen such a way that some order
conditions are fulfilled to obtain a sufficient consistency order. A derivation of these con-
ditions with Butcher series can be found in [6]. We assume p > p̂ which is reasonable
since one would prefer to continue the integration with the higher order solution u. The

Jacobian is given as J = ∂F(uh(ti))
∂uh

and we used the exact Jacobian in computations.

After the i-th integration step the value εi+1 = ‖ui+1 − ûi+1‖ is taken as an estimator
of the local temporal error. We use the scaled norm given by

‖v‖ := ‖v‖/
√

N , (19)

where N is the length of vector v. A new time step τnew, see Gustafsson et al. [5], is
computed by

τ̄ := β
τ i

τ i−1

(
TOLt

εi+1

) p2
p

(
εi

εi+1

) p1
p

τ i, τnew =





βmaxτ
i, τ̄ > βmaxτ

i,
βminτ

i, τ̄ < βminτ
i,

τ̄ , otherwise.
(20)

The parameter β > 0 is safety factor. The factors βmin and βmax restrict time step jumps.
In our computations we have chosen the parameters p1 = 1 and p2 = 1. If ε < TOLt we
proceed to the next time step, otherwise the time step has to be shortened and repeated.

In computations we used the ROS2, ROS3P, ROWDA3, RODASP methods which
have 2 or 3 or 4 internal stages to solve. Finally, after time discretization, we get a system
of algebraic equations in each stage. For solving the system in each stage we used the
BiCGSTAB method [16] with the ILU preconditioner.

5 Numerical results

The two space dimensional transient numerical simulations of balance equations are pre-
sented in this section. The fluidized bed zone is represented by a rectangular geometry in
the numerical simulation. The numerical implementation of this problem is realized with
the FE simulation package called DUNE, see [2], which is a public domain software and
completely written in C++. All the numerical computations presented in this article were
performed on Linux PC, Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo, with 3.5GB RAM, 2.6 GHz processor,
gcc-4.2.1 compiler.
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5.1 Numerical results for the balance quantities

We considered as computational domain Ω = [0, 0]× [0.4, 0.2], i.e. the cross section of the
apparatus is 0.4 m and the height of the fluidized bed is 0.2 m. The tolerance for the time
step selection was taken to be 10−4.

In this subsection we present the time dependent numerical solution of the air humidity,
air temperature, degree of wetting, liquid film temperature and particle temperature, taking
into account a liquid spray nozzle injection. And we give the numerical solution at the
particular time t = 400 s. We describe non-ideal particle mixing and thus non-uniform
liquid distribution by assuming axial and radial particle dispersion coefficients.

We assume that the spraying has occurred at the top surface of the apparatus and the
position of the nozzle is fixed at (0.2, 0.2) and with a spraying angle of 60◦. For simulations
we used the initial parameters as listed in Table 3, whereby a constant wall temperature is
assumed. For the simulations the deposition efficiency is kept constant with φdep = 20%.
According to Eq. (7), the representation of the mass flow of the liquid shows a complete
deposition of the liquid droplets onto the particles after some centimeters near the nozzle
region. This means that the evaporation also takes place primarily in the nozzle region.

The sprayed liquid is distributed over the domain, with a spraying rate ṁL = 5.9 kg/h.
Here we consider that the sprayed liquid to be water. For simulations, we assume that the
wall temperature is constant. All parameters used for the simulation are listed in Table 3.
We can observe from the left hand side of Figure 1 that the air humidity increases rapidly
in the initial period. When the liquid distribution starts at the top the domain, the air
humidity increases suddenly at the outlet, and then increases slowly until it reaches the
stationary solution. Thereby the steady-state is reached after 200 seconds.

The particle temperature decreases slightly slower than the air temperature because
of the particle heat capacity. During stationary operation it lies somewhat under the air
temperature, see the Figure 3. At initial time t = 0 the average of degree of wetting is
10−8. When the simulation starts it increases sharply to 0.30% and thereafter increases
steadily towards the final value 0.35%. This is due to the fact that the temperature of the
liquid is 20 ◦C and so the liquid film temperature sinks where energy is absorbed from the
particles and increases where the energy is emitted, see Figure 2. Here we cannot show
the time dependent behavior of all the parameters, we show only the behavior of the air
humidity at different time levels, see Figure 4. The invariant regions, which were presented
in section 3, are validated for these computations.

5.2 Convergence tests for the different numerical methods

In this subsection, first we present numerical results based on the experimental order of
convergence for the implicit Euler method. In Table 1 we give the experimental order of
convergence of the semi implicit Euler method for the balance variable of air humidity.
The first column indicates the mesh size and the second column shows the L2 error of the
mesh sizes h and h/2. The last column represents the experimental order of convergence
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Figure 1: The outlet value of the air humidity and air temperature over the time.
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Figure 2: Outlet value of the degree of wetting and liquid film temperature over the time.
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Figure 3: Outlet value of the particle temperature over the time.
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Figure 4: Solution of the air humidity at time t = 0.1 s, 4.03 s, 400 s.

Semi implicit Euler ROS2
mesh size

∥∥uh/2 − uh

∥∥
L∞ EOC

∥∥uh/2 − uh

∥∥
L∞ EOC

17× 17 - - - -
34× 34 0.02468235 0.9521690121 7.0000000000006e-06 1.0848888975
68× 68 0.04775490 0.9781248865 3.3000000000121e-06 1.7224660244

136× 136 0.09407254 - 1.0000000000010e-06 1.7369655941
272× 272 - - 2.9999999999995e-07 -

Table 1: Experimental order of convergence of the air humidity at the stationary solution
for the semi implicit Euler method and ROS2 method.

(EOC), which is defined with respect to the Lp-norm as

EOC = ln

[ ∥∥uh/2 − uh

∥∥
Lp∥∥uh/4 − uh/2

∥∥
Lp

]
/ln(2), for (1 ≤ p ≤ ∞). (21)

We can observe that the EOC is achieved successfully almost at the expected value 1 for
semi implicit Euler method. This result demonstrates that the method has a practical
convergence order that agrees with the theoretical considerations. The EOC for the ROS2
method is shown in Table 1 and we can observe that this method has order 1.7369655941
in the case of fine mesh. This is satisfactory, though theoretically we expect the order.

The EOC is shown in Table 2 in the case of 3 stage linearly implicit methods, ROS3p
and ROWDA3 methods. Here we can observe that both methods have same EOC, which is
1.8744691179, for fine meshes. This order is little better than for the 2-stage method. The
EOC for the RODAS method has also achieved the same value as ROS3p and ROWDA3
method.

The comparison between the different linearly implicit methods and the semi implicit
Euler method are presented in Figure 5. In this case we used the fixed time step for the semi
implicit Euler method and adaptive time step for the linearly implicit methods. Here the
outlet air humidity is plotted at left and the outlet value of the air temperature plotted at
right up to a simulation time of 100 seconds only for a better view of the transition period.
Here we can observe that all the time stepping methods have the same convergence rate
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ROS3p ROWDA3
mesh size

∥∥uh/2 − uh

∥∥
L∞ EOC

∥∥uh/2 − uh

∥∥
L∞ EOC

17× 17 - - - -
34× 34 7.099999999999e-06 1.1053530001 7.099999999999e-06 1.1053530001
68× 68 3.300000000001e-06 1.5849625007 3.300000000001e-06 1.5849625007

136× 136 1.100000000004e-06 1.8744691179 1.100000000004e-06 1.8744691179
272× 272 3.000000000016e-07 - 3.000000000016e-07 -

Table 2: Experimental order of convergence of the air humidity at the stationary solution
for the semi implicit Euler method and ROS2 method.

to reach the same stationary solution in the case of air humidity balance variable. But in
the case of the air temperature balance variable they reached to slight different stationary
solution at the end of simulation. For this calculation the CPU time for the ROS2 is
73.2086 seconds, ROS3P is 70.4724 seconds, ROWDA3 is 69.9524 seconds while RODAS is
84.0573 seconds. One can observe that ROWDA3 method takes less CPU time compared
to other methods.
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Figure 5: Outlet value of the air humidity and air temperature over the time for different
time stepping methods.

The accepted time steps for different methods are presented at the left hand side of
Figure 6. The maximum time step is restricted 10 s and the ROWDA3 method takes fewer
time steps to reach the stationary solution. This suggests that ROWDA3 method is very
suitable for these calculations.

The convergence test for the different meshes using the ROWDA3 method is presented
at the right hand side of Figure 7. Clearly we can see that for all the meshes the outlet
value of air humidity reached the same value and there is a small difference in the case
of the outlet value of air temperature. This suggests to take a 100 × 100 mesh for the
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computations to get accurate numerical results.

6 Conclusions and outlook

In the present paper the mathematical solution of the continuum model was approximated
by using a higher order time stepping methods in order to improve the numerical efficiency.
The invariant regions are shown for this particular problem to find the solution bounds on
the numerical simulations. The time-dependent two-dimensional distributions of air hu-
midity, air temperature, particle wetting, liquid film temperature and particle temperature
were simulated, which show the influence of the nozzle and the almost isothermal behavior
with the good mixing conditions of the fluidized beds. The numerical results are tested
with different grid arrangements which shows the numerical convergence of the computer
implementation. The numerical results are tested with different time stepping methods
which shows a good improvement over the first order Euler semi implicit methods. Finally,
the presented numerical results show that adaptive higher order time stepping methods
are more efficient to consider for this problem. Further, motivated by form these results
we intend to do real 3D simulations with considering the non ideal particle mixing, which
has more influence on the mass and energy of particles as well as liquid thermal conditions.
Also, we would like to then consider the exact mass balance equation which is a typically
hyperbolic equation. It is challenging to to solve numerically the coupled hyperbolic and
parabolic equation system in three space dimensions.
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Fluidized bed parameters
width L 0.4 m
height Hfb 0.2 m
Bed material (glass spheres)
total mass mP 18 kg
diameter dP 1.16 mm
density ρP 2471 kg/m3

specific heat capacity cP 750 J/(kg K)
thermal conductivity λP 0.8 W/(m K)
Fluidization air
mass flow rate ṁA 0.304 kg/s
inlet humidity YA,in 0.008 kg/kg
inlet temperature θA,in 80 ◦ C
Liquid spraying
spraying rate (source flow) ṁL 6 kg/h
liquid inlet temperature θL,in 20 ◦C
Other parameters
apparatus wall temperature θW 75 ◦C
liquid film thickness F 100 µm
heat transfer ratio f 1 -
Initial parameters for the simulation
air humidity YA,0 0.008 kg/kg
air temperature θA,0 80 ◦C
degree of wetting φ0 1e-8 -
liquid film temperature θL,0 20 ◦C
particle temperature θP,0 80 ◦C

Table 3: Parameters values used for simulations in 2D
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